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L.EGAL. ISSUES
IN THE USE

OF CPS RISK
ASSESSMENT

INSTRUMENTS
-by Thomas F. Curran

Historically, risk assessment has been con
ducted informally by child protective services (CPS)
workers who have relied on general policy and
practice guidelines and, ultimately, on subjective
judgment In the absence of formal, scientifically
tested assessment methods, decision making by
"gut" reaction has been common in CPS practice
Within the past ten years, however, partially in
response to an increase in CPS reports (resulting in
larger caseloads), an increase in the complexity and
severity of child maltreatment cases, and dimin
ished resources at every level ofinteIvention (Wiese
& Daro, 1995; American Humane Association,
1995), structuredrisk assessmentinstruments (RAIs)
have been developed

Atleast42 states now use some form of RAJ as
part of their customary CPS practice (Iatara, 1995)
In fact, as will be examined later, several states have
mandated the use of some form of risk assessment
in their CPS statutes (e..g., Pennsylvania, Florida

and Washington). Despite the growth
and popularity of RAJs, there is a clear
lack ofconsensus about almost all issues
related to CPS risk assessment (Stan,
DePanfi1is & Hyde, 1994) Recognizing
the limits of any legal analysis, particu
larly of controversial and still developing
phenomena, this article nevertheless at
tempts to offer a legal perspective on the
cwrent state of RAIs in CPS practice.

lhis discussion focuses on certain legal benefits and
immunities, and areas where CPS agencies and
caseworkers using RAJs are potentially vulnerable
to liability As ofthis WIiting the author is awar·e of
only two cases' in which liability or disposition
rested to any degree on the use of an RAL Thus,
much of the legal analysis here concerning liability
that RAJs could create or to which they could
contribute is largely theoretical

CUI'I'ent issues and problems

Assessing the risk 01' potential risk of future
maltreatment to children is certainly not a new
concept in CPS practice, What is new, and what is
arguably even having a detrimental effect on con
tinuing research efforts and the implementation of
VaIious models, is the ever-increasing elasticity
being imposed on the concept

Vitally important questions relating to risk
assessment in CPS remain without deaI' answers:
What potential risk factors WaIlant inclusion in an
RAl? What criteria should determine the selection
of key terms such as risk and harm (Tatara, 1995)?
How should such terms be defined? In addition,
legitimate and serious concerns about the quality of
all RAJ resear'ch have been widely acknowledged
for years (Plotkin et al, 1981; Leventhal, 1982;

1 See, Wendy H v Philadelphia, 849 F Supp 367 (ED Pa
1994), In re: Stephanie F, (all other identifying information is
being withheld because this is a Juvenile Dependency court
matter that is still open)

Howing et al, 1989; Hutchison, 1990; Besharov,
1981; McDonald & Marks, 1991; Gelles, 1991;
Wald& Woolverton, 1990; Pecora, 1991; DePanfilis
& Scannapieco, 1994; Doueck et aI., 1993; Doueck,
Levine & Bronson, 1993; Reid, 1993; Murphy
Berman, 1994; National Resow'ce Center on Child
Abuse and Neglect, 1994; Milner, 1994; Milner,
1995; Gelles, in press) Still, no instrument has
passed both statistical validity and reliability, nor
has a consensus been reached regarding even what
level ofreliability would be sufficient (Kern, 1995)
Although most RAIs derive their criteria from con
sensus about research on children who have been
maltreated and/or placed in out-of-home CaI'e, most
models still have not been su~jected to rigorous
field evaluation (DePanfilis & Scannapieco, 1994)
While some instruments have produced high
interraterre1iability within the controlled neutrality
ofscientific settings, they have not done so in actual
practice, where proper implementation of all RAJs
has been documented to be very problematic
(DePanfilis, 1995).

Even a cursory review of the risk assessment
research will show that cuuent insttuments VaIy in
terms ofthe type, content, and scope of information
used (Mwphy··Berman, 1994) Nearly all of the
resear'ch that has been conducted to identify risk
factors is descriptive, consisting largely of surveys,
summaries, case record reviews, and case studies
(Pecora, 1991),

In addition, because nearly all of the RAJ
resear'ch has been retrospective, it has lacked the
ability to follow a cohort of families over time to
assess any changes in maltr'eatment rates. Studying
child maltr'eatment only retruspectively can pro
duce dangerously misleading results Retrospective
studies, for example, find that as many as 90% of
identified perpetrators ofmaltr'eatment were abused
as children (Egeland, 1993; Kaufman & Zigler,
1993). Examining childmaltreatmentprospectively,
however, reveals that only ahout30% of those who
were abused grow up to be abusive caregivers
Ihus, while the majority of abusive adults were
abused as children, only a minority of those who
were abused everbecome abusers, "History ofabuse
as a child," therefore, is actually a weak predictive
factor (Gelles, in press), Nevertheless, nearly all
RAIs, especially the matrix approach, place great
weight on this variable

Such problems with the RAl research have
produced implementation, orpractice-related, prob
lems as well. Improper implementation, for ex
ample, of even the most scientifically sound RAI
(Doueck, Levine & Bronson, 1993), has been well
documented throughout the 1iteratwe (American
Humane Association[AHA] & AmericanBar Asso
ciation [ABA], 1993; DePanfilis [in press];
DePanfilis & Scannapieco, 1994; English& Pecora,
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1994; National Resource Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect, 1994). In addition, the most conunonly
reported and substantiated type ofmaltreatment
neglect (Wiese & Dam, 1995)--may be minimized
(Pecora, 1991) There is also strong evidence that
using an RAJ has little influence on the effective
ness, nature, or quality of CPS investigators' work
(AHA & ABA, 1993).

Perhaps the greatest concern about RAls is
that Some of the instruments cUIrently in use, even
if implemented precisely according to design, may
simply have no practice or scientific value, Matrix
models, for example, are actually single-dimension
scales that identify a certain number of factors

presumably associated with child mal
treatment Ratings of these factors are
then added up and overall severity and
risk are scored at two points in time, As
is the case with many models, use of this
type of model is entirely subjective, fails
to meaSUI'e stress, and does not provide
for measuring behavior change Too of
ten, compliance with service plans is a
CPS worker' s only measure of change in
abusive behaviOI'---even if a parent, ac
cording to all theevidence, clearly abused
his or her child but continues to deny any
abuse or neglect (Gelles, in press) Few
RAls have proven the ability to effec
tively measure or conceptualize behav

ior change The example identified in this issue
(Holder & lund) presents a narmw exception

Unfortunately, riskassessment instruments are
frequently presented as necessary in virtually all
decisions and issues involved in child maltreatment
cases-a role that no single instrument could possi
bly fill By continuing to expand the uses and
practice expectations of instruments that have gen
erated so much disagreement and, concomitantly,
so little empirical support, the child protective com··
munity is jeopardizing any lasting contributions
RAls might make to child protection In addition,
such efforts may serve only to place CPS workers in
an increasingly uncertain and legally vulnerable
position

The fOOl most popular RAls being used (dis
cussed in greatel detail elsewhere in this issue)-the
matrix approach, a derivative ofthe Illinois Depart
ment of Social Services CANTS 17B (199511996
[a] and [b]); the empirical predictors approach (Baird,
1988; Johnson & L'Esperance, 1984; Leventhal,
1982); family assessment scales (e g., the Child
Well-Being Scales; Magma & Moses, 1986), and
the Child at Risk Field (CARF) (Holder & Corey,
1986)--are based on more than 30 years of child
abuse and neglect resear·ch literature The child
protection field, however, cannot even reach con
sensus on how to define risk assessment. National
child welfare organizations and those whose focus
is specifically maltr·eatment provide distressingly

little help or guidance on this or other risk assess
ment-related problems. The National Association
of Public Child Welfare Administrators' (1988)
guidelines for model CPS delivery, for instance,
note that protective services are provided "to.
strengthen families, to enable children to remain
safe in theirhomes, and to temporarily remove from
parental custody those children who are at imminent
risk from abuse" Yet they never mention risk as
sessment or define imminent risk The Child Wel-
fare League's (CWlA, 1989)StandardsforService
to Abused and Neglected Children and their Fami-
lies devote less than onefull page to risk assessment,
and offer no specific direction for what factors place
a child atrisk for maltreatment orhow to assess such
risk Other organizations, such as APSAC, the Na
tional Committee to Prevent Child Abuse, and the
International Society for the Prevention of Child
Abuse and Neglect do not even have general poli-
cies or standards relating to RAIs To an attorney
representing a parent whose child was found to be
abused and subsequently placed based on the use of
a RAJ, such omissions and lack of consensus could
have great impact, particularly in Juvenile or depen··
dency court proceedings

Seemingly structured risk assessment instru
ments understandably have tremendous appeal to
overworked, poorly trained social workers whose
job it is to make difficult, emotionally charged
decisions about the safety and well-being of chil
dren. In the present social and political context of.
ever-increasing demands on and ever-decreasing
supplies ofhuman service resources, the function of
CPS decision making has been to allocate services
and resources to children based on their individual
risk of maltreatment. Thus, reliable and valid deci-
sion making represents the linchpin of current child
protection systems (lindsey, 1994)

The critical question, then, hom a legal and
service delivery perspective, is whether CPS work-
ers possess the training and the tools to conduct
investigations that result in accurate and reliable
assessments that adequately protect children. The
available data suggest that the answer is no (lindsey,
1994). Professionals in CPS, particularly those in
the RAI community, would be wise to revisit Wald
and Woolverton's (1990) cautionary assessment of
RAIs. With the tremendous increase in public child
welfare liability cases tluuughout the country, in
stead of resting comfortably under the presumed
ubiquitous blanket of the US Supreme Court's
1989 decision in De5haney v.. Winnebago County
Department ofSocial Serv.ice! (1989), CPS super
visors, administrators, and attorneys should also
consider Reid's (1993) more recent conunent on
RAIs that "if we cannot specify the parameters of •
risk and the empirical evidence for their viability,
CPS has no objective, scientifically based rational
foundation for its decisions" (p. 88) The potential
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legal significance of statements like this as well as
the National Resource Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect's (1994) acknowledgement, after review
ing all the available RAI research, that "to date, the
promise of risk assessment to improve decision
making has not been realized" (p 7) can no longer be
minimized

tegal issues involving RAls

The examination presented here ofsome olthe
controversies and problems currently surrounding
risk assessment in CPS, and specifically the use of
RAJs, is essential to any discussion of the potential
legal implications orliability thatRAIs mightpresent
To date, relatively little has been written specifi
cally about the legal implications of using RAIs
(Davidson, 1992; Doueck, Nokejl & Levine, 1991;
DePanfilis & Jones, 1990; Plum, 1994; Wald &
Woolverton, 1990). As RAIs become more materi
ally involved in litigation at all levels, this will
surely change. This section briefly discusses some
legal issues related to the practical applications of
RAIs, including some areas in which the use of
RAIs potentially presents special liability concerns
for CPS workers and agencies

All child welfare practice, especially protec
tive services, has become heavily regulated at every
level ofgovemment, There are laws, case decisions,

regulations, policies, procedures. and
operations manuals to address virtually
every practice, including the use ofRAIs .
This increased regulation obviously cre
ates an increased likelihood that CPS
workers, their supervisors and agencies,
and even the local municipality, will be
held accountable-not just for their ac
tions and decisions, but for the means by
which those actions and decisions are
made

Perhaps in no area oflaw has this
increased regulation opened the door to

="""L;J morelawsuits than in federal courtclaims
brought under the Civil Rights Act (42 US C.
§1983), commouly referred to as "Section 1983"
actions. Section 1983 allows a person to recover for
the deprivation of any constitutional light or viola
tion of federal law "by a per:lOn acting under color
of state law" (Parmtt v. Taylor, 1981, emphasis
added) The phrase "under the color of state law" is
now so broad that it means the same thing as "state
action" or "an action undertaken by a government
employee" at any level (Latisha A., 1994) All
county child welfare workers fall under this defini
tion, and are therefore potentially vulnerable to
Section 1983 liability It is significant to note that
the duties of most government child welfare work
ers are discretionary in nature and. as such. provide
them with either absolute, or, more likely, qualified
immunity for their actions (Narion v Colla, 1992;
SLD v. Kranz, 1983; Ckayo v. Kaladjian, 1994;
Fanningv MontgomeryCountyCYS, 1988, Wendy

H v. Philadelphia, 1994; Olson Y.. Ramsey County,
1993; Harlow Y.. Fitzgerald, 1982; In Re City of
Philadelphia Litigation, 1995), provided they are
not grossly negligent, unreasonable, willful, or wan
ton (Wendy H, 1994)

In addition, state tort claims acts generally
provide immunity from liability for the duties perc
formed by CPS, provided they are discretionary A
CPS professional is strongly advised to consult his
or her county attorney regarding how the county
agency is using the RAI, and to detennine whether
its implementation is discretionary or could be
classified as a ministerial function Ministerial du
ties would receive far less statutory protection, and
possibly even none A CPS professional should also
determine whether his or her state's tort claims act
or its exceptions, il any, and the state child protec
tive services law provide immunity against liability
in their official and individual capacities. Several
states do not shield a worker from liability in his or
her individual capacity (Wendy H., 1994).

It is both conceivable and likely that, depend
ing on how a county CPS agency uses an RAI, a
worker could loseprotecteddiscretionary status and
be exposed to liability When, for example, the use
ofan RAI is written into a county operations manual
and workers ar'e required to implement and rely on
the RAI for case decision making, the discretionary
nature oltheiI duties is replaced by mandatedpolicy,
practice. and custom,

An RAI that is written into a practice manual
could easily be regarded by a court as a legal
standard of practice set by the county and result in
the imposition 01 a legal duty on the worker The
violation ofsuch a standard or duty could nigger an
action in negligence against the county worker.. The
more formalized and mandatory the use of an RAJ
becomes, the more workers will have their protec
tive shield of discretion removed from them and be
exposed to various theories ofliability

InDeShaney v.. Winnebago CountyDSS(1989),
the US Supreme Court held that a county CPS
agency had no constitutional duty to protect chil
dren living at home from abuse perpenated by a
parent or caregiver As support for this, the Court
ruled that the US. Constitution imposes no legal
duty on government officials to protect citizens
against private violence or acts not perpetrated by
the state TheDeShaneyCourtacknowledgeda very
narrow "custodial" exception, but more significant
for the use of RAls, it also noted but did not address
whether the Wisconsin child protection statute gave
Joshua DeShaney a legal "entitlement" to receive
protective services from the government (DeShaney,
n 2) Although DeShaney has no application to
children placed in out-of-horne car'e, the door is now
wide open, especially in light of the DC Court of
Appeals ruling in LaShawn A. v Kelly (1993),' to

continued on next page
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present the argument that the mandatory and ex-
panding use of RAls, either by agency policy or by
state statute, creates for children a legal "entitle
ment" to protective services from the government
Ihis issue will become increasingly more signifi
cant, particularly in states like Florida, Washington,
and Pennsylvania, which have the use of RAIs
expressly written into their CPS laws

In addition to addressing the questions of
when the use of RAJs ceases to be a discretionary
function, and whether county CPS policies or stat
utes create an "entitlement theory" of government
protection, the actual implementation of RAJs will

soon assume a new and legally very sig
nificant role" Several federal COUItS, for
instance, have already recognized that
DeShaney did not preclude the imposi
tion of a legal duty to protect where the
state, tlu'Ough the actions of its agents,
creates a dangerous situation or renders
an individual more vulnerable to danger
(pindeTV Johnson, 1994; Dware> v_ Ciry
ofNew York, 1993; Wood v Ortrander,
1989)

Perhaps nowhere will risk assess
ment and the use of RAIs have greater
impact than in everyday county Juvenile
or family court proceedings ,3 Increas
ingly, as attorneys become more edu
cated about RAIs and the risk assessment
research, the many uses, the validity, and
the reliability (for purposes of adntitting
them into evidence) ofRAls will be chal
lenged" The earlier discussion of some
models' substantial imprecisions, obvi

ous shortcomings, and inherent flaws could easily
be exposed by a knowledgeable expert witness in a
dependency proceeding _County administrators and
their attorneys would be wise to reassess their

lIn La5hawnA v Kelly, 990 F.2d 1319 (D.C,Cir, 1993), the
US Court ofAppeals for the 0 C Circuit affirmed the District
Court's finding (see, LaShawn A v. Dixon, 762 F Supp 959
(D D,C 1991) that the District of Columbia's Prevention of I
Child Abuse and Neglect Act (D.C Code Ann §§2-1351 to
1357, §§16-2351 to 2365) created a private right of action
under Section 1983 for children in foster care and for children I
reported to have been abused but not yet in the District's
custody The express wording of the District of Columbia's
child abuse statute created a "special relationship" between
the District and children who were only the subject of a CPS
investigation, This special relationship imposed a legal "duty"
on the District to take certain statutorily prescribed steps for
the protection of those children still at home but being
investigated. See also, Turner v District of Columbia, 532
A 2d 662 (D C App 1987)

3 They have different names In some large jurisdictions, for
example, they are referred to as the Dependency courts,
which are a subdivision of the county's Family or Juvenile
Court division In smaller jurisdictions, they are simply the
County Court Regardless of the name given the court, when
it hears a civil child abuse matter brought by the county child
welfare agency, the case is heard under state laws written
expressly to address how each particularstate will define and
adjudicate petitions filed on behalf of children alleged to be
abused or neglected

particular RAI, how it is being implemented, the
empirical research support for the use or uses ofthat
instrument, and the training CPS workers are pro
vided on risk assessment generally

Each oftheseareas potentially contains awealth.
of information that could be used to impeach a CPS
worker's testimony about his or her decisions or the
basis for them, Those in the risk assessment com
munity in particular, and child advocates generally,
ar'e focusing far too much attention on the presumed
protection that DeShaney provides for the use of
RAJs, and are ignoring the obvious, practical prob-
lems RAls could present in luvenile or dependency
court

An RAI score, for example, cannot determine
whether or not CPS should remove a child from his
or her home, In every state, that decision is deter
mined by a statute and defined by the state's appel
late case law _An RAJ could aid a worker in exam
ining certain factors that, taken together, might
satisfy the legal standard to remove a child, but
overreliance on an RAJ, even in the states where it
is written into the CPS law, would be a ntistake with
potentially far---reaching ramifications_

The same cautionary argument could be made
for every decision CPS makes in an individual case
The more any single instrument is used to support
decisions, the more vulnerable to attack that instIu
ment will be in court, and the greater the chances of
incuning liability _From initial referral to case clO-.
sure, no single instrument can adequately address
the myriad decisions thatmustbe made _Ihis, again,
will become increasingly clear' as attorneys and
judges in Juvenile COUIt become more familiar with
RAJs and their research base

Any examination 01 the legal issues involving
RAls would be indefensibly incomplete without
mentioning the importance of tmining, not just in
RAJ implementation, but in investigatOly inter
viewing as well In light of the well-documented
disagreement and imprecision in the literature over
the various risk factors that appear in RAJs, explain
ing to a cOUltprecisely how the final assessments or
scores were decided could be a most unenviable
task for a caseworker under cross-examination by
any attorney _CPS workers should be prepared to
explain not only how they made their various as
sessment decisions, but also how their questioning
or interviewing contributed to those decisions, With
the growing popularity of RAJs, if attorneys cannot
attack the actual instrument in court, they can be
expected to focus their impeachment efforts on how
the infonnation and conclusions that appear on the
instruments were obtained" Even the most scientifi
cally valid RAJ will not help a worker who either
used inappropriate questioning to obtain inforrna-, •
tion or who cannot demonstrate a knowledge of
proper interviewing techniques" Caseworkers who

continued on next page
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use RAIs should also be prepared to demonstrate
knowledge ofbasic child development theories and
concepts and their application to sound interview
ing principles County CPS agencies that use any
RAI withoutproviding theirworkers with extensive
training on child development and its effect on
investigative interviews, sound interviewing tech
niques, and child maltreatment in general, are toy··
jog with certain disaster

Unquestionably, the use of formalized risk
assessment systems in CPS practice presents an
opportunity to improve service delivery. That op-
portunity, however, clearly has yet to be realized..
Key issues, such as consensus on definitions ohisk,
clarification of goals, improved validity and reli
ability of all RAIs currently being implemented,
realistic expectations of their uses, and increased
training must be addressed.. The CPS risk assess
ment community would be wise to get its disorga
nized and divided house in order, or in the very near
futme the courts surely will impose that order on it
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The connection of a risk assessment to client
outcomes provides direction and clarity to child
protective services (CPS) casework practice and
casemanagement In simpleterms, itinvolvesmatch
ing a negative behavior or problematic family con
dition with a positive expected result. Working
toward this desirable result provides the structure
for setting case goals, planning tr'eatment, and mea
swing progress,

Although defining and evaluating outcomes
are not new concepts to child welfar'e and human
selvice agencies (Barth & BellY, 1987; Courtney,
1993; Magura & Moses, 1986; McDonald et aI.,
1989; Youth et al" 1994), the field has not suffi
ciently developed the potential benefits of linking
risk assessments to client outcomes as a method for
targeting and evaluating client change and measur
ing risk leduction Risk assessment, now available
in more than 42 states (Berkowitz, 1991), has been
applied primarily to determining which families
should be served, but has not influenced how fami
lies can beserved (Cicchinelli & Keller, 1990; Wald
& Woolverton, 1991)

Courtney (1993) suggests that three
levels of outcomes have relevance to
child welfar'e agencies: 1) program struc
tural characteristics, including variables
such as numbers of stafforcaseload size;
2) progIam process characteristics, such
as timely investigation of repmts 01' de
velopment of case plans within the re
quired amount of time; and 3) case out
comes, which measure meaningful
change in the clients being served by a
givenprogram, MaguraandMoses (1986)
further suggest three levels of case out
comes: I) case status outcomes that tar"

get changes in a client's service status, such as
reunification; 2) client status outcomes, which are
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used to measw'e changes in a client's behavior,
mental state, physical functioning, emotional func
tioning, motives, knowledge, or resources; and 3)
client satisfaction outcomes, used to assess how
well services have fulfilled the client's subjective
needs, expectations, m wishes,

Currently, over 20 states are involved in plan-
ning aredesign of their child welfare systems around
outcome measures, (American Humane Associa- •
tion and the National Association of Public Child
Welfare Administrators, 1995), However, the focus
of this activity is primarily agency planning and
evaluation as well as measurement of case status
outcomes; less attention has been paid to client
status outcomes,

Defining risk assessment and client outcomes

Risk assessment is a judgment about the like
lihood that a family will maltreat its children in the
future, The assessment is typically based on the
identification and analysis of family conditions or
risk influences/risk factors associated with families
who maltreat their children The risk assessment
shapes the decision regar'ding who will be served
Further, it is the reduction of risk influences that
leads a CPS agency to disengage services, Because
risk assessment instruments are far from perfect
measures of the likelihood of future maltreatment,
however, determining that a case can be closed
should be based on more than a second risk assess
ment It should be based on clear documentation of
changes in the behaviors and conditions that could
lead to potential maltreatment

Client outcomes are positive changes in a
client's behavior; mental, physical, or emotional •
functioning; motives; knowledge; or resources
(Magura & Moses, 1986) that, when achieved,
reduce the risk of maltreatment To achieve risk
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